
Pizza event 2a 

It was fun and the pizza was delicious. At first we prepared the desks and chairs. We 

made a bar and a kitchen. Of course some tables were for the customers. Some kids 

were the waiters and waitresses. The other ones were the guests. The waiters and 

waitresses first asked for drinks and what toppings we wanted on our pizza. We all 

were very hungry but sadly the pizza came very late but it was delicious. I was the 

waitress and a customer. My friends were only customers and I took their orders. In 

the end of the pizza event we all helped to clean up and we ate all the pizza. 

(Isabella) 

 

The 2a “in action” 

 

Here you see me as the waitress serving Jakob, Josef and Kiran. The pizza 

restaurant was very fun and the pizza was very tasty. (Isabella) 



 

Here you see Ronya in the left side of the picture. And Polina with the juice glass. 

They are in a good conversation and don’t even notice the camera. (Isabella) 

Last Wednesday we had a pizza event. We made a little restaurant in our class. 

Everyone brought toppings and our teacher pizzas. We could order pizza with 

toppings and drinks and the waiters brought the food. We had a lot of fun, so we 

didn’t see that our teacher took lots of photos. There is also a photo of Ronya and 

me, we’re in a funny conversation. She is talking to me and I’m laughing and drinking 

my apple juice. The event was definitely better than that photo! (Polina) 



 

On this photo you can see that the waiter and the chefs are in the kitchen. While 

Philipp and Stefan are telling Julian to give some toppings on a pizza, Matthias is 

waiting for a pizza and Sven for some drinks. (Matthias) 

 

 

In this photo you can see Isabella with the green hat. Polina sat next to the window. 

And I am in the middle of the picture, eating this delicious pizza. All of us brought 

food for the pizza. And we made a kitchen with our desks. (Ronya) 



 

The girl who is standing is the waitress. The other girls ordered the drinks and the 

pizza. (Vicky, Anna, Constanze, Stella) 

 

 

We got the pizza. The family “Schnitzel” had a lot of fun. (Vicky, Anna, Constanze, 

Stella) 

 



 

Our pizza menu. Two girls (Vicky and Stella) had the great idea to make a pizza 

menu. On the left side there are the drinks an on the right side there are the toppings. 

The English lesson was really nice. We had a lot of fun and had a nice pizza. Thank 

you for the great day :) (Vicky, Anna, Constanze, Stella) 

 

 

This is where we wait for our drinks and for our pizza. We had our own menus. The 

pizza was very good, and we had a lot of fun and talked about the weather and the 

pizza. It was funny but it was sad when the event was over. (Jakob, Felix, Kiran, 

Josef) 


